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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Executive summary
This document aims to introduce BITLEVEX, a fully regulated investment
platform seeking to raise funds to grow exponentially, by expanding into new
product categories and scaling its marketing activities.
BITLEVEX is a platform currently focused on (leveraged) cryptocurrency options
trading. The product, which is priced according to the Black-Scholes model, is
highly proﬁtable and has proven its concept, as it has helped the company
attract a large number of users from all over the world. More speciﬁcally, the
platform has attracted nearly 50,000 registered users already.
The success of the project is a combination of multiple factors, including:
• The rapid growth of the cryptocurrency sector
• Focus on an underserved target group (amateur cryptocurrency
__derivatives traders)
• The experience of the team and the partnerships developed (for marketing
__and infrastructure alike)
At the moment, there are multiple growth opportunities that the company
wants to tap into. More speciﬁcally, BITLEVEX is looking to expand its product
selection in order to create additional revenue streams and attract a “broader”
audience. The team is looking to create an NFT marketplace, cryptocurrency
debit cards, digital wallet services, payment gateways for merchants, as well as
innovative concepts (wrapping options contracts as NFTs).
To achieve its ambitious goals, the team needs to develop the aforementioned
products and promote them eﬀectively. For this reason, BITLEVEX is launching
its BLEX token sale with the goal to attract around 3.7M USD.
The funds will be used to strengthen legal aspects, widen the product range,
and scale promotional activities over a 6-9 month period. This should result in
the exponential growth of the company’s valuation and signiﬁcant appreciation
of BLEX token thanks to its deﬂationary tokenomics and wide range of use
cases inside the platform, as is described in detail in the chapters below.
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COMPANY PROFILE
BITLEVEX is an investment platform that was founded by ﬁnance
and information technology professionals. Its goal is to become a leading
industry name in the future of ﬁnancial services by engaging with users
through personal spending, budget planning, investing, and other money
management products.
We believe that emerging technologies related to blockchain
and cryptocurrency have huge future potential. When looking at the existing
traction related to cryptocurrency adoption and general interest (market
capitalization, trading volume, overall PR exposure, etc.) we can easily
determine that the market is growing rapidly, oﬀering lots of opportunities
for companies and projects like BITLEVEX.
As an investment platform we should be compliant with general rules
and policies related to our industry.

Anti-money laundering (AML) rules and veriﬁcation policies
BITLEVEX collects, uses, and stores user records in accordance with
the BITLEVEX Terms of Use and Privacy Policy, as amended from time to time.
This includes information collected from users for the purpose of opening
a BITLEVEX account, providing services to the users, such as making a deposit
or withdrawal, by following regulatory compliance (such as mandatory record
keeping, AML checks, Know-Your-Client (KYC) obligations).
Each of these AML/KYC programs is a risk-oriented program focused on Bank
Secrecy Act requirements, other AML laws and applicable legislation,
and guidelines promulgated by the Republic of Estonia's Financial Intelligence
Unit (FIU).
The proﬁle veriﬁcation system is categorized into 3 sections:
• Tier 1 - Can deposit up to 1,000 EUR; cannot withdraw unless the proﬁle
has made a full veriﬁcation to Tier 2
• Tier 2 - Can deposit up to 20,000 EUR per annum, can make withdrawals
__up to 20,000 EUR per annum
• Tier 3 - Can deposit over 20,000 EUR per annum, unlimited
__withdrawal amount.
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The user will have to submit the following documents upon verifying
their BITLEVEX proﬁle:
• An legal ID document - passport, identity card, drivers license, or any other
__document that is declaring user’s identiﬁcation.
• A self-made picture with the corresponding document holding
__in their hands, so the face and document are clearly visible in the picture.
• A utility bill, containing the person’s home address
__that is not older than 3 months.
• Approval that you are not a Politically Exposed Person (PEP)
__or a family member, or a known/closed associate with a PEP.
At the current state, all screening is done manually by our KYC specialist team.
There are several procedures followed by the recommendations of the
Financial Action Task Force:
https://www.fatf-gaﬁ.org/publications/fatfrecommendations/documents/fatf-re
commendations.html as well the user is reviewed in available AML databases
such a “Sanctionscanner.com”, Dilisense, and other alternatives for fraud check,
and that the user is the only beneﬁciary of the account.
BITLEVEX is planning to work with specialized KYC and AML companies
such as Sumsub, or other alternatives to improve eﬀectiveness, automation,
and eﬃciency.

INDUSTRY AND MARKET ANALYSIS
2021 has been a banner year for the crypto industry. While the 4-year cycle
seems to be repeating, we do believe an extension of the bullish sentiment
can be expected this time around.
More important than the growth of prices in the crypto markets is the growth
of use cases and applications. While NFTs and derivatives have been around
for several years, 2021 has been a year that exposed them both to the
mainstream. This presents many opportunities for the growth of our company.
In this chapter, we look into the growth of these subsectors, by giving a short
background analysis.
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Cryptocurrency derivatives
For the sake of this plan, we only refer to data indicating the growth of crypto
futures/perpetual swaps, as well as Bitcoin (BTC) options. We do not delve into
leverage trading.
According to a study by Carnegie Mellon University CyLab, Derivatives trading
in the crypto space is now ﬁve times larger [1] than spot trading. The study
looked into BitMex, one of our main competitors in the options trading space,
and one of the most reliable platforms to get real market data from.
Additionally, according to data [2] provided by the Chicago Mercantile Exchange
(CME), the world’s largest derivatives exchange, as of August 11th, the average
daily volume of their crypto futures trading has grown by 30% compared
to the year before [Figure 1].

CME Ether futures volume and open interest
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Figure 1

Options trading seems to be growing in popularity [3,4] when it comes
to institutional investors, who want to beneﬁt from the growth of BTC without
gaining direct exposure to the underlying asset. This, of course, creates
a ripple eﬀect, drawing the attention of retail traders as well. The result
is clearly visible in the growth of our Options trading platform, which we
discuss in the following chapters.
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Thanks to the increased availability of derivatives products in Tier 1 exchanges,
the public is becoming more aware of the possibility to invest in alternative
ways. These ﬁnancial products are becoming less taboo for amateur traders
who are now exploring the possibilities, hoping to increase the value
of their portfolios.

Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs)
The non-fungible market started small back in 2017, with Ethereum-based
assets like CryptoKitties. Since then, however, much has changed. Over the past
two years, the NFT market has penetrated multiple sectors, oﬀering many
more applications rather than simply collectibles.
In this section, we aim to show some of the most compelling data pointing
towards the industry’s rapid growth, while pointing down data that may help us
direct our vision in the future.
DappRadar recently mentioned that NFT sales for the third quarter of 2021
amount to $10.7 billion, up 8-fold compared to the previous quarter [Figure 2].
Surging sales and higher prices may be linked to the rebrand of Facebook to
Meta, which ﬁnally brought the concept of the Metaverse into the mainstream.
However, the NFT market has been growing exponentially, so there might be
additional factors to consider.

NFT sales surge to $10.7 billion in Q3 - DappRadar
Quarterly non-fungible token sales volumes across multiple blockchains, in U.S. dollars
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Note: DappRadar is a company that tracks on-chain NFT sales across multiple blockchains,
including Ethereum, Flow, Wax, and BSC. Source: DappRadar
Figure 2
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One of the biggest NFT marketplaces, OpenSea, recorded its highest volumes
in August of 2021 [Figure 3]. This indicates high volume and activity despite
investment markets being relatively ﬂat. The growth of cryptocurrency prices
is often seen as the main driver for increased activity in the NFT markets,
but this is simply not true [5]. We will touch upon the importance of this point
in later chapters when we discuss new products that could oﬀer a hedge
against bearish market conditions in the future.

NFT sales on OpenSea

Monthly non-fungible token sales volume on OpenSea marketplace, in U.S. dollars
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Note: Data only shows transactions on the ethereum blockchain, which is used for the majority of NFT sales.
Source: opensea.io, cryptoart.io, Dune Anatytics

Figure 3

Despite the rapid growth in volumes over the past year, the size of the NFT
market is still relatively small compared to the crypto market. According
to NonFungible.com, there were 265,927 wallets trading NFTs on the Ethereum
blockchain during the 3rd quarter of 2021. For comparison’s sake, there were
nearly 80 million wallets trading cryptocurrencies during the same time [6].
From these 265,927 wallets, we can extract some interesting data that can help
us better construct our new products. More speciﬁcally, NonFungible.com
mentions that the majority of NFTs sold over the past quarter are on the
cheaper side ($100-$1000) [Figure 4]. This point is especially interesting when
considering the high Ethereum gas fees that are currently present.
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Most NFTs are under $1,000

Proportion of NFT sales in each price bracket in Q3 2021

$1,000,001+ (0.00%)
$0-100 (16.97%)

$504,001-$1,000,000(0.01%)
$100,001-$500,000(0.28%)
$10,001-$100,000 (3.75%)
$1,001-$10,000 (20.43%)

$101-$1,000 (58.55%)

Note Data only shows sales on the ethereum blockchain, which is used for the majority of NFT sales.
Data does not include sales which took place "oﬀ-chain". Source NonFungible.com
Figure 4

Finally, and while we can’t provide any relevant graphs to prove this point,
it might be worth adding that blockchain-based gaming projects with NFT
elements seem to be growing rapidly. This is especially true since the creation
of BSC (Binance Smart Chain).
One can pinpoint this by looking at several metrics (price growth of play-2-earn
gaming tokens like Axie Inﬁnity, price growth of gaming platform tokens like
Ultra/UOS) as well as the exponentially growing number of new games being
released since the success of Axie Inﬁnity [7].

Crypto cards and payment possibilities
Cryptocurrency debit cards have grown in popularity since their introduction
in Q4, 2019. The most popular options ﬁnally reached the majority of available
locations in early 2020, and have since made the spending of cryptocurrency
easier, while providing rewards along the way.
Of course, from a business perspective, crypto cards create an additional
revenue stream for the exchange or wallet they are linked to. We currently do
not have data with regards to crypto card revenue growth for platforms like
crypto.com and Binance, except for some data [8] that indicates growth
in user spending.
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To be fair, crypto debit cards are relatively new in the space, but adoption
seems to be happening at a rapid scale, indicating a strong product-market ﬁt.
And with a growth in users comes a growth in revenue for the platforms issuing
the most reliable/rewarding cards in the market. In the following chapters, we
analyze the current ecosystem for crypto debit cards by comparing the existing
cards and get a better overview of the type of product our company would
need to create to capture a share in this new market.

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
In this chapter, we are looking at existing platforms that oﬀer products
that we already oﬀer, and products that we aim to oﬀer. We delve into their
product, promotion, and ease of accessibility. After brieﬂy comparing the
existing options, we oﬀer a SWOT analysis to better understand our position
in the market.

(Crypto) options trading
The BITLEVEX platform oﬀers options trading for both cryptocurrencies
and several stocks. The selection increases in time depending on the wishes
of our audience and the trends in the market. For this chapter, we look
into two very diﬀerent platforms that are both growing in popularity: Deribit,
and BitMEX. The reason we chose these two platforms is that:
• Deribit is the most popular centralized options trading platform with
__multiple products
• BitMEX has many similarities with Deribit’s product oﬀer but adjusts its
__oﬀer to beginners
Let’s look into each option separately, and then compare it with BITLEVEX.
Deribit
Deribit is the most popular platform for trading perpetual, futures, and options
contracts. It currently has ±80% market share of BTC options trading and
±90% market share of options trading for Ethereum. It oﬀers a broad range
of advanced products for traders experienced in futures and options trading.
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In their words, it is a “professional grade” cryptocurrency derivatives platform.
When looking at their product, it is easy to see why. Their interface (for options
trading) is extremely complex for beginners and requires in-depth guides
to get them started (example: [9]). Those guides are not readily available when
creating an account on the platform and have to be sought out. This leads
to the conclusion that the target audience of Deribit is advanced traders, those
that know how to navigate the space without any assistance.
As far as promotion is concerned, Deribit is popular with inﬂuential traders who
share their views on podcasts and social media. This attracts eyeballs from
their followers without additional costs and helps the platform expand an
already well-working SM strategy. As far as content is concerned, the platform
has an extensive knowledge base structured in a Github-like selection window,
oﬀering advanced information for users.
Looking further at their website’s stats using AHREFS, we can see that Deribit
has been working for a 4-year period on building backlinks for their website
in an organic manner, targeting a very large amount of industry-relevant
keywords, and is thus positioned well for SEO practices.

Deribit Trade Application
Ahrefs Rank

109,759

UR

36

DR

69

derebit.com

Backlinks

Referring domains

Recent 577K
Historical 1.85M

Recent 6.52K
Historical 10.1K

516K +14K

5.65K

Organic keywords

4.8K -512
PPC 17

Organic traﬃc

21.4K

Traﬃc value

$2.5K
PPC $0

Product: Well adopted by its users, but limited to professional-grade traders;
Promotion: Strong SM presence, strong SEO, often beneﬁts from
free promotion;
Accessibility: Only accessible for experienced traders, not an option
for amateurs/beginners.
BitMEX
We will not delve extensively into BitMEX as their product oﬀering is very
similar to Deribit. What we do need to point out is that their strategic approach
is slightly diﬀerent and more inclusive. When looking at their dashboard it is
easy to see what this means. The platform oﬀers the ability to see the trading
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dashboard before creating an account, and it also personalizes the signup
process depending on the entity creating the account (namely trader,
corporation, or developers).
This is further strengthened by a blog and a video series that aims to show how
to trade on the platform but also to introduce the team to the trader, bridging
the gap between customer and company.
The eﬀort to attract a more diverse audience and take them through their ﬁrst
steps of the process has resulted in high liquidity, which in turn enabled
the company to add more altcoins in their options product oﬀering. As a result,
it is the platform with the highest amount of traﬃc from all the competitors
analyzed today. The same is true for their backlink portfolio:

BitMEX

bitmex.com

Bitcoin's Most Advanced Trading Platform and Home of the Perpetual Swap
Ahrefs Rank

17,124

UR

47

DR

78

Backlinks

Referring domains

Recent 2.23M
Historical 8.85M

Recent 19.7K
Historical 37.5K

2.08M -4K

17.8K

Organic keywords

32.2K +804
PPC 4

Organic traﬃc

161K

Traﬃc value

$22.9K
PPC $0

Product: The ﬁrst BTC options product globally. Very diverse yet limited to
cryptocurrencies only;
Promotion: Large following on Social Media platforms (6 channels).
SEO strategy limited to backlink acquisition aimed at the main page
(no awareness strategy);
Accessibility: More inclusive than Deribit, with extensive guidance depending
on the user’s background.
BITLEVEX
BITLEVEX is relatively new compared to the competitors analyzed above.
The platform has been growing its product oﬀering over the past two years
to oﬀer more variation in options trading, something which sets it apart from
the competition. More speciﬁcally, the platform oﬀers a large number
of cryptocurrencies but also stocks as choices for investors to buy call or put
contracts for.
The platform is great for beginners and traders who wish to dabble into
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options trading but do not yet have extensive experience to do so. When
creating an account, users are guided through a set of steps to understand
the (minimalistic) interface, as well as the things they need to do to actively
engage in derivatives trading. The product is easier to access and understand,
which makes it the perfect entry point for individual traders and not so much
for institutions.

Currently, BITLEVEX is mainly focused on options trading but aims to expand
its oﬀering to accommodate a larger audience, a choice that goes in line with
the growth in demand from the market. Being focused on (amateur) individuals
instead of institutional-grade investors/traders, the platform has many
opportunities it can tap into in order to grow its revenue.

Additionally, the platform has a blog section that serves two purposes - ﬁrst,
it helps existing users gain more experience of the crypto markets, which leads
to more recurring visits, and secondly, it attracts new users through the SEO
eﬀects. While currently, the team is making its ﬁrst steps when it comes to link
building, we believe that the quality of content will eventually be able to
compete with existing market leaders if there is more budget and attention
allocated to this eﬀort.

Product: More choice diversity with a minimal interface, great for beginners
and traders with intermediate experience;
Promotion: Active on 6 major social media platforms with the main
engagement channel being Twitter, SEO eﬀorts, promotion through inﬂuencers
(mainly Youtube). Organic traﬃc is low but referral traﬃc is high;
Accessibility: More inclusive and understandable than competing platforms,
great starting point for anyone looking to learn about options trading.
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BITLEVEX comparison with competing platforms

Target audience

Beginners, low-end
intermediate individuals

Intermediate and
expert individuals

Expert individuals
and institutions

Ease of access

Very easy to access
for all levels
of experience

Good for intermediate
traders and users
with experience
in derivatives trading

Hard to access
and understand
unless users are
very experienced

SEO marketing

Can be improved

Strong

Strong

Social Media marketing

Active - 6 channels

Active - 6 channels

Active - 5 channels

UI/UX

Minimalistic and simple

Intermediate with
small learning curve

Advanced only
for advanced
traders and institutions

Customer service

Support tickets,
User-generated
Q&A page

Support tickets

Telegram,
Support tickets

Additional
services/products

No - But planning
to release several
products that are not
limited to derivatives

Yes (only derivatives)

Yes (only derivatives)

Advanced trading features

No

No

Yes

Security

High

High

High

Partner network

Extensive

Extensive

Extensive

Aﬃliate program

Not publicly available

Yes

Yes

Table 1

NFT marketplace
NFTs are growing at an exponential rate as of Q3 2019.
The introduction of scarce digital collectibles quickly has caused:
• An array of celebrities and inﬂuencers to start promoting the sub-sector;
• Investors to start earning through ﬂipping NFTs or holding
__them for staking rewards;
• Companies to start working on an NFT strategy to increase their revenue.
All of the above has made the non-fungible market explode in user
registrations, demand, and use cases, all of which continue to increase.
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Today, NFTs are used as a foundation for the Metaverse, a term that is only
now starting to become mainstream after Facebook’s recent rebranding
announcements.
The main players in the space (those with the highest market share) include
Rarible, Nifty Gateway, and OpenSea, all of which have been growing rapidly
over the past two years. Now, with the introduction of more blockchain-based
games, and large brands hopping on the trend, we expect to see even more
demand coming to them. The platforms are trying to keep up with demand
by trying to simplify the buying process, as well as the usability of their wallets.
This process will naturally continue to accommodate new, less technical users
that enter the space.
BITLEVEX is also planning to introduce an NFT marketplace and aims to take a
share of the market by oﬀering more accessibility to non-technical users. More
speciﬁcally, BITLEVEX aims to oﬀer direct FIAT to NFT purchases, which is a
service that no other platform currently oﬀers. By doing so, users will not need
to connect a Metamask wallet to the platform and will thus be able to skip the
complex steps that are currently required to make their purchases.

Crypto credit cards
BITLEVEX also wants to enter the crypto credit card market, after observing
the success of other companies that have already taken the initiative to release
their card options. Cards like these have increased the use cases of
cryptocurrencies, especially those in exchanges, and further add to a new
revenue stream that remains relatively steady despite market conditions.
There are currently many cards that are worth looking into for speciﬁcs, but the
main market players include Binance, Crypto.com, and Coinbase. We also have
card announcements from companies like Blockchain Wallet which we will
need to keep track of as we are working on the release of our product. A brief
analysis of the existing cards in the market will oﬀer a better overview. You can
check the comparison here.

Wallet service
Finally, let’s brieﬂy talk about the most popular wallet services with swapping
possibilities. The ﬁrst options that can come to mind when looking at a global
scale are Coinbase and Blockchain Wallet. However, one needs to keep in mind
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that certain countries have their own “favorites” which are more promoted
and thus more adopted than the options above (e.g. BitFavo in The
Netherlands). For the sake of comparison, we will stick to Coinbase and
Blockchain wallet.
Coinbase wallet oﬀers insurance for funds up to a certain amount. The service
can be accessed via desktop, but also in the form of an Android or iOS app and
includes all the swapping features that are accessed after going through KYC.
This wallet service oﬀers merchant services and allows users to send money
to email addresses, making it easier for beginners to send funds to others.
Finally, there is an option to attach a bank card/account to the wallet for
recurring purchases or sales of crypto. On the negative side, funds are stored
in custodial wallets, meaning that the platform has the right to access your
account if need be.
Blockchain wallet on the other hand oﬀers a non-custodial service, which is
best for security purposes, but not so great for users who want a third party
to provide insurance for their funds. Users are not required to go through KYC
unless they choose to buy/sell/exchange their coins, which allows more
freedom of choice. There is no merchant service at the moment, but there
is a popular savings account for stablecoins which pay up to 13% annually.
Accounts are locked with a pin-code which is generally easier to go through
than 2-factor authentication (in Coinbase) and the interface is more
minimalistic than the former.
BITLEVEX aims to further analyze the wallet services above and combine the
strong points of both to create a wallet service that will further increase the
usability of their platform. By doing this the platform will also increase repeat
platform visitors and will ensure more use cases for a wallet app that may be
released in the future.

BITLEVEX PRODUCTS
The uniqueness of BITLEVEX options (with leverage possibilities) enables
the product to achieve a high conversion rate for many diﬀerent marketing
tactics. The product has already proven its market concept, being
simultaneously proﬁtable and scalable.
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Our products (existing and upcoming) are aimed to increase the time spent on
the BITLEVEX platform and, as a result, growth in turnover. In essence, we are
working on increasing engagement from our target audience. For this reason,
we are also improving the tools and oﬀerings of our platform based on user
feedback and recommendations, as well as implementing our own ideas
to improve the UX/UI.The products that we are planning to add in the nearest
future are going to widen the possibilities of our users inside the platform - this
will further improve the engagement rate as you will notice in the chapters
below.
We are also working on additional B2B directions. These are aimed at
increasing the company’s turnover. The opportunities and tools we have allow
us to expand into the B2B space and oﬀer cryptocurrency payment solutions
for any compliant merchants.

Options with leverage
Options are contracts that allow users to buy or sell something in the future for
a price agreed upon today. Options are priced according to the traditional Black
& Scholes model that was created in 1973. The creators of the model - Fischer
Black and Myron Scholes - received the 1997 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic
Sciences for their work. It is a complex mathematical model that allows to price
option contracts for any underlying assets. There are Call options (the right to
buy) and Put options (the right to sell).
One of the main goals of BITLEVEX from the early beginning has been to make
trading easy and user-friendly, making it accessible to a much wider audience
of people. The complexity of other competitive platforms highlights BITLEVEX
from them and attracts the attention of people not familiar with trading but
willing to start investing and making passive income.
Currently, the available trading tool allows people to invest starting with just
1 USD. The minimum investment amount, as well as deposit and withdrawal
amounts, are dependent on the location/region of the users.
There is a commission of 10% on every option purchase. The proﬁt cap for each
opened position is 100% that can be made within a couple of minutes due to
the high volatility associated with options trading. This attracts people’s
attention and they enjoy spending more time on the platform.
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The commission and proﬁt cap are risk management factors that make the
whole algorithm behind BITLEVEX technology very proﬁtable. The proﬁtability
of BITLEVEX is further explained in more detail later in the document (chapter:
Financial forecasts and calculations)
At the moment, BITLEVEX is oﬀering cryptocurrency options with leverage of up
to 100:1. However, we are planning to add options on stocks, commodities, and
other assets. We are also planning to widen the trading tool range by adding
options with a proﬁt cap of 500% with a possibility for users
to sell them back 24 hours later (minimum timeframe). In terms of risk
management, such an algorithm is also very safe, whereas it will attract even
more attention from users.

Options on NFT technology
NFT technology allows the creation of unique tokens on the blockchain.
Anything can be labeled as a non-fungible token as long as it is linked with
a wallet address that constitutes its uniqueness. NFTs are mainly used in digital
art and other forms of collectibles. That said, they have very interesting
applications for ﬁnancial markets.
Every option (as in: BTC Option) by its nature is unique in terms of its
parameters. Therefore, for every option, there could be an NFT token that
proves the right of ownership of the token holder.
Our idea is to create NFT options on a smart contract. This smart contract will
mathematically and automatically manage the risks of an options portfolio
guaranteeing the execution of options at their time to maturity. In other words,
the smart contract will solve one of the main problems - trust. Users will be
able to buy and sell NFT options from each other inside the BITLEVEX platform,
as well as on other platforms where NFT options will be listed. As the NFT
option is a token that belongs to somebody, it could be transferred from
BITLEVEX to anywhere.
At the moment there is no other company oﬀering anything similar to that,
whereas the market potential in our opinion is huge. NFT options can be of
interest to big market players like miners, big cryptocurrency holders, hedge
funds, and many others. They of course are also of interest to small traders
who like to speculate for a high and fast proﬁt.
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NFT Marketplace
Due to the rapid expansion of products and use cases related to NFTs,
BITLEVEX aims to expand its oﬀer by creating its very own NFT platform.
Through the comfort of their BITLEVEX account, users will be able to access
a marketplace that allows them to buy and sell NFTs. This will come with
a number of competitive advantages:
1. Direct purchases or auction mechanism - Users will be able to make
__direct purchases (paying what the artist requests) or participate in auctions,
__similar to industry-relevant competitors. The interface, however, will be less
__complex to accommodate new/inexperienced market participants.
2. Buy NFTs with crypto and FIAT - Users will be able to buy NFTs using
__several cryptocurrencies and also FIAT currencies, a unique competitive
__advantage that is not available in any other (competing) platform. We believe
__that direct FIAT purchases will lead to a stronger product-market ﬁt with the
__audience we wish to attract.
3. Gamiﬁcation elements - Inspired by play-to-earn challenges often seen
__in large crypto exchanges (e.g. Binance, Crypto.com, etc.) we want to add
__gamiﬁcation elements in our NFT platform. This should lead to a higher rate
__of recurring visits from existing users, as well as opportunities to learn about
__our product.

B2B Crypto payment solutions
Currently, demand for cryptocurrency payment gateways (merchants accepting
crypto) has increased dramatically across all industries [10,11]. The growth in
this trend is mainly caused due to an increase in cryptocurrency adoption by
the public, the global economic instability, and the willingness of merchants
to accommodate a large subgroup of consumers [12].
BITLEVEX will soon be able to support this function, by acting as a middleman
between consumers (pay with crypto) and merchants (receive FIAT). Our crypto
payment solution will oﬀer a competitive fee structure (2%). With the proper
sales strategy, we will be able to partner up with merchants all over the world,
starting with the Baltics.
Note 1: The volume of transactions, and thus the revenue generated from this
product does not depend on the conditions of the market. Over the past 5
years, even with extreme market volatility, we have seen merchant adoption
and transaction volumes increase rapidly [13], and are now growing more
steadily [14]. This forms a strong hedge against sudden revenue ﬂuctuations
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that could be caused if long-term bearish market conditions return.
Note 2: Our license is issued by the Financial Intelligence Unit of Estonia (FIU)
and allows us to work with both individuals and businesses. This makes
BITLEVEX ﬁt both legally and tech-wise to pursue the development
of this product.

Wallet service
To support the growth of our user base, we aim to also support platform-based
wallets, where users can not only store cryptocurrencies for derivatives
products, but also for swapping. BITLEVEX will therefore expand into becoming
a brokerage service with a minimalistic interface, similar to popular
cryptocurrency exchanges (e.g. Coinbase).
The platform will start by adding swap support for all cryptocurrencies that
are currently found on the platform (and thus already have wallets) but also
expand that selection. The selection of coins (wallets and swapping
functionality) will depend on coin popularity, audience preference, and
transaction volumes.
BITLEVEX will generate revenue from this service every time a user
exchanges cryptocurrencies through the website or app, as well as every time
a withdrawal is made. Similar to the points presented above, this product
strengthens our eﬀorts to stabilize revenue growth despite changing
market conditions.

BLX Cards
Crypto debit cards are growing in popularity as well. Top exchanges (Binance,
Crypto.com, etc.) but also popular wallet services (Blockchain.com) are now all
releasing their own cards. This product does not only allow for an easier way to
use (spend) cryptocurrency, but also a great way to increase veriﬁed user rates
for these platforms.
BITLEVEX is currently working on a crypto debit card as well. While this type of
product is not a unique competitive advantage, it is increasing in popularity.
Also, competition between card providers is not really applicable, as users can
use many diﬀerent cards, depending on their needs.
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The following points need to be kept in mind:
• The crypto debit card environment (web page and app) will support a large
__range of cryptocurrencies, which are divided into separate wallets.
• Users can exchange cryptocurrencies directly through the app, choose
__which coin they wish to use for payments (default payment option) when
__using their card, and track their spending history (more on wallets and
__swapping below).
• Card users will get diﬀerent beneﬁts depending on the tier of
their__account/card. We are currently looking at a basic and premium version,
__but this could evolve into more tiers.
A potential cashback program is also in its early stages of development but it is
currently too early to discuss it in detail.

MARKETING STRATEGIES
AND OPPORTUNITIES
BITLEVEX believes that eﬀective marketing strategies are currently
underutilized by the majority of crypto companies. This is primarily due
to the sudden growth of the industry, as well as the inability of marketers
to understand the wishes and needs of their target audience.
The key to BITLEVEX’s rapid growth (in terms of user base and revenue) lies
primarily in the diversity in marketing tactics implemented through a number
of diﬀerent channels. Below, we analyze some of these tactics brieﬂy.

Consumer awareness & user acquisition
For this moment we have reached a good user acquisition cost (UAC) and we
continue to work on reducing it and attracting high-quality traﬃc. Up to this
moment, our main marketing directions were Inﬂuencer marketing and Aﬃliate
marketing, but we started and did a lot of work in SEO and SMM, because it can
greatly reduce UAC in the future. Own media buying department in the future
will replace aﬃliate marketing and increasing our brand awareness will allow
us to work with larger agencies. Below we have detailed our marketing
activities, as well as our plans for the future, in order to make the most of the
budget and attract new users.
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At the moment, we use several methods to attract new users to the BITLEVEX
platform. The two primary methods are inﬂuencer marketing and aﬃliate
marketing. Due to our eﬀorts, the cost of user acquisition (UAC) is rather low
(refer to Financing Strategies) but we believe we can improve the cost and
increase signups even further. This is primarily done through SEO and SMM,
which we have been working on for about a year now.
In the future, we plan to replace external middlemen (aﬃliates) and freelancers
with an in-house Marketing & Communications department. This will also allow
us to partner up with larger agencies which will scale our eﬀorts.
In the following chapters, you can see more about our current marketing
activities, as well as our high-level awareness and acquisition strategy
for the future.

Inﬂuencer marketing
Our experience has proved that inﬂuencer marketing can be very eﬀective
in terms of customer acquisition costs.
The main focus right now is on YouTube inﬂuencers. This type of inﬂuencer
marketing shows the best engagement rates and conversions. At this moment
we have worked on:
• An extensive database with Youtube inﬂuencers - We have an extensive
__list with hundreds of thousands of contacts that we reach out to regularly.
__The database is divided by regions, blogger popularity, and channels
__category. All of these channels are nurturing audiences that qualify
__potential users.
• Personalized formats depending on the audience - We match the
__promotional content (ad or mention) in a way that suits the categories of
__Youtubers we work with. For example, if we work with beauty bloggers we
__touch upon the ﬁnancial beneﬁts our product could oﬀer while traveling, or
__how the product could supplement a passive income. Of course, we make
__sure to stay away from ﬁnancial advice.
After 2 years of extensive testing, we developed a winning framework that
allows us to get maximum traction from the audience of our partners
(inﬂuencers). In short, we plan to:
• Create exclusive contracts - Sign contracts with bloggers for
__monthly/yearly sponsorships in hopes of getting better pricing, increased
__mentions, and better exposure overall.
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• Expand into diﬀerent regions - We plan to translate the platform into
__diﬀerent languages, as well as provide educational information for bloggers.
__This will help them promote our platform in a better way, which
__simultaneously learning more about it themselves. We want to pair this eﬀort
__by forming collaborations with PR agencies that can provide us placement in
__a high number of relevant, international publications.
• Work with large-scale bloggers and thought leaders - Large-scale
__bloggers/vloggers have millions of subscribers and a high level of
__engagement due to the popularity of their channels. The cost of advertising
__for this category is much higher than our typical expenses, but will lead to
__increased registrations and position us as a leading industry ﬁgure.

Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
SEO has been one of our main focus points over the past year. Up to this
moment, we have invested resources to develop the following:
• A knowledge base (blog) to attract awareness-stage traﬃc - We write
__one post per week, focused on keywords that we can realistically rank for and
__match the interests of our audience. These articles will be optimized in time
__to further increase the traﬃc they can bring.
• Content for strategic pages - We recently added content to our main
__page and saw a 20% growth in traﬃc. We want to further improve upon the
__content by adding more sections and keywords that we want to rank for.
• Dedicated in-house link builder - We employ an individual who spends a
__large part of his day identifying backlink opportunities and communicating
__with webmasters.
After one year of building and testing, we believe that there are several areas
we need to invest in to make our eﬀorts deliver better results. In no particular
order, here are some of the things we wish to invest in to improve our SEO
eﬀorts and drive more traﬃc to the website:
• Streamline backlink acquisition process - We want to allocate more
__funds for paid backlink opportunities in order to increase the strength of our
__pages. More speciﬁcally, we want to start with 15-20 backlinks per month
__(of niche-relevant publications with growing traﬃc), and scale our eﬀorts
as we go.
• Increase our content output - We want to increase the number of landing
__pages we have in order to help awareness-stage consumers discover us using
__keywords that are not directly related to cryptocurrency options. Since we
__have recently added a lot more products, we do believe we need dedicated
__tactics through content to drive qualiﬁed traﬃc.
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• Fully optimize our website - We want to invest in regular technical audits
__and have qualiﬁed technical SEO specialists implement changes to ﬁx all
__existing issues with our website. We also want to review and optimize all
__existing blog content to maximize its eﬃciency in attracting awareness-stage
__traﬃc. This would increase our rankings on the SERPs and eventually
__user registrations.
• Translate our website in Spanish and create a dedicated strategy __Support for making BTC legal tender grows [15] in Latin America amid
__currency devaluation due to inﬂation. At the same time, use for
__cryptocurrencies is growing too. Our platform attracts large amounts
__of Spanish-speaking individuals, and we believe that we need to do more
__to accommodate them. Hence, we want to translate all our pages while
__focusing on keywords that our Spanish-speaking audience would look for
on the SERPs.
• Increase our PR eﬀorts on relevant publications - We want to develop
__a list of niche-relevant publications that are popular with our target audience
__and start posting regular PRs for platform updates. This is an additional eﬀort
__to increase our traﬃc and thus our registrations.
Social media marketing
Since community and culture are the main drivers of success in the crypto
space, we understand the need to increase our relevancy and brand image
in the space.
Cryptocurrency options trading saw a large spike of interest towards the end
of last year and the trend continues to grow at the moment. In this case, we
have several types of people who are interested in Options trading and look
for information on Social media channels:
• Experienced crypto trader with options trading knowledge - At the
__moment, this audience is concentrated primarily on FTX or uses DeFi
__alternatives, like Dopex.io
• Institutional investors - These mainly work with brokers, which makes
__them not an ideal target for our eﬀorts.
• Amateur crypto traders with limited experience - This is the audience
__we want to focus on. Amateur traders have little to no experience with
__options trading and need someone to show them how to invest. Our
__platform can do just that, helping them understand how to make an order,
__which in turn helps them get experience.
In order to become relevant with this audience, we need to become the go-to
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channel for anyone that wants to learn how to invest in options. In other words,
we need to become a high-quality educational channel that rewards users who
engage with the platform.
We want to allocate a part of the budget in order to do the following:
• Hire an experienced Social Media/Community manager with in-depth
__knowledge of our product and a good understanding of our target audience.
__This individual needs to have an understanding of the slang and memes used
__across Crypto Twitter, and ideally, have a network of other Twitter accounts
__that we could potentially connect with. He will also be responsible for Discord
__community growth.
• Hire a meme artist, who will support the community manager by creating
__graphs regularly. Currently, we work with a graphic designer, but we have
__come to realize that a meme artist is a completely diﬀerent role and one that
__is quite hard to ﬁll.
• Sponsor Twitter accounts that can help us increase awareness. High
__engagement Twitter accounts that post screenshots and setups of BITLEVEX
__can help us gain more users, a strategy that FTX achieved organically.
• Appear on crypto podcasts to discuss the product. There are several
__crypto podcasts that are looking for people to interview. We will start from these
__in order to build up an image of who we are and eventually make an outreach
__to appear on the biggest channels, where we will expose our brand in a
__non-promotional manner.
Afﬁliate marketing
Aﬃliate marketing allows us to eﬀectively promote our product in a low
budget-low eﬀort manner while saving time. To this day, this method has led
to signiﬁcant ROI.
Since launching our product, we have worked on the following:
• Integration with one of the biggest aﬃliate tracking systems __We work with AFFISE to manage aﬃliate marketing accounts. The system
__allows us to connect new partners without additional software development.
• Detailed traﬃc statistics - AFFISE and Google Analytics are reviewed
__regularly to help us get a better idea of traﬃc growth (& user registrations).
__This helps us better manage our budget and leads us to a better
__understanding of the target audience.
• Number of various creatives and landing pages - Due to the versatility
__of our product, we attract many diﬀerent subsectors of users. Hence, for
__diﬀerent markets, we use diﬀerent types of aﬃliates, as well as targeted
__landing pages.
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Our plans for aﬃliate marketing include:
• Creating partnerships with the biggest aﬃliate networks - We plan
__to work with larger aﬃliate networks in the cryptocurrency and investment
__space. The goal of this eﬀort is to increase awareness of our product as well
__as customer registrations. In order to do this eﬀectively, however, we need to
__increase our current budget.
• Sponsorship on aﬃliate events - We plan to take advantage of the
__sponsorship of the biggest aﬃliate events, like AGS, TES, Aﬃliate World, etc.
__We have already done so with several events in the past. It will help us to
__increase our brand awareness and partner network.
Referral marketing
Next to aﬃliate marketing, we have dedicated a separate chapter for referral
marketing. While the two are similar in nature there is one fundamental
diﬀerence. Referrals are normal users (not inﬂuencers) who are not paid for
their eﬀorts and are rather motivated by the commissions oﬀered in exchange
for their promotion of the platform.
Currently, BITLEVEX oﬀers referral programs for all users. Every person can
invite users into BITLEVEX and earn a % from their deposits. Up to this moment,
we have observed the following:
• Asia has the best performance in terms of the number of invitees __Users from Asian countries are more interested in referral programs, which
__leads to a signiﬁcant amount of user-generated content. More speciﬁcally,
__users create images, videos, and written content. They also invite their social
__circle or followers.
• TIER 1 countries have the best results in value - Thanks to our dedicated
__call center, we can interact more to keep users involved in the referral
__program. We also provide group presentations during important updates
__to keep them in the loop.
We see great potential in the expansion of our referral program. As a result, we
plan to work on the following:
• Tiered referral program - Users will be able to see the referral program as
__a gaming experience, where they can increase their level in the hierarchy
__based on actions they take. As a result, we will see an increase in eﬀort by
__those who wish to earn more beneﬁts.
• Encouraging the most active users - Following the tiered hierarchy
__approach, and to motivate top users, we plan to distribute quarterly rewards
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__to those who have the biggest impact on new user registrations.
• Exclusive events for our partners - Events can increase the strength
__of our network, our brand awareness, and industry-wide reputation. We want
__to position our brand as a leader in the space, and this includes to proper
__nurturing and education of our partners through such events.
PR department (media collaborations)
Apart from Aﬃliate & Referral Marketing we plan to build our own PR
department. Due to the restricted budget and small team, we’re unable to do
this at the moment. With the proper budget, we aim to achieve the following:
• Partnership with advertising networks - As we already work with
__aﬃliates and we have all technical integration, it will be much easier for us to
__set up new partnerships with advertising networks. In the future, such
__partnerships will improve the value we gain from the price we pay. It will also
__enable us to start advertising in new markets.
• Partnership with reporters - The cheapest and most eﬀective way to get
__listed on top-tier publications and to get backlinks from them is to form
__partnerships with journalists. It is yet unclear how exactly we will approach
__this (whether we will invite them to events, put them on payroll, or make
__exclusive deals) but we ﬁnd it important to have a network that ties to all
__important cryptocurrency and investment publications.
Brand protection (SERM)
Over the past few years, our platform has made reforms to better serve the
needs of the users. Yet, there are still rare occasions where users form public
complaints about our service on forums and message boards. Naturally, these
reviews attract the most attention from new potential users of the platform.
Once these users (who formed the public complaint) have talked with our
customer service representatives and resolved their problems, they most often
do not delete their negative reviews on such message boards. In turn, this
forms a concern that could lead to a bottleneck for our SEO eﬀorts.
To prevent this issue from developing, we have started working on our Search
Engine Reputation Management (SERM) and more speciﬁcally a concept known
as Brand Protection.
Brand protection ensures that brand awareness remains positive without
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silencing any voice on the web. More speciﬁcally, it ensures that old complaints
on forums and message boards are not found in the ﬁrst few pages of Google
(and other search engines) when making a branded search. In turn, we attempt
to prioritize information that helps users onboard the platform easier while
addressing all of their potential concerns in an easy-to-understand manner.
To achieve this, we aim to work with an agency that specializes in Brand
Protection, and eventually build a small, in-house team to maintain it at a low
cost. Currently, our budget does not allow us to pursue this.

Existing user retention
Customer retention is one of the most important aspects for platforms like
BITLEVEX. With the growth of crypto, competition seems to strengthen daily,
and users’ attention span fades in their quest for the best experience. We
implement several retention strategies to build stronger relationships with
our users, but also to increase their lifetime value (CLV)
Email marketing
Over the past year, the BITLEVEX team has also made several experiments with
regards to email marketing, as a strategic tool for retention and front-of-mind
awareness. To this day, we primarily post three types of emails:
• Website updates - This refers to times when the website adds a new
__payment method, new product oﬀering, or other relevant information that
__expands the oﬀer of our company.
• Relevant news - As of late, especially since the introduction of stock
__options, we have been experimenting with direct response (action) emails
__that email to make the reader invest within a short timeframe, fueled
__by FOMO. These types of news could entail big news within a speciﬁc
__company that we list on the website as a stock option, and the CTA
__is generally bigger and more visible than other posts.
• Weekly update of the crypto markets - Once per week, generally when
__we upload a new blog post, we send an email to readers mentioning the top
__4-5 events that shaped the crypto market over the past week. This email is
__very valuable and educational for people with interest in crypto and also
__entails a CTA that leads the subscriber to the website, in order to read the
__latest blog post.
In the future, we’d like to expand in terms of quality, more so than quantity.
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We believe that the amount of emails we are currently sending is within the
acceptable range of not being considered spammy, but they could deﬁnitely be
more qualitative, a process that we can test through better observing the open
rates and CTR.
Gamiﬁcation & Competitions
Application of game-design elements and game principles in non-game
contexts, games, and game-like elements have been used to educate, entertain
and engage for thousands of years. Most major cryptocurrency exchanges are
now also adding gamiﬁcation elements to the trading experience. While we are
not an exchange, we still have the ability to add such elements in the journey of
the customer in the form of challenges, competitions, and quizzes.
Currently, our platform has not made such options available to the platform
but they are already created and drafted. We believe that the introduction of
our new products would oﬀer many possibilities for their implementation.
More speciﬁcally, we are thinking about the following (without discarding any
new ideas that come along the way):
• User levels - Existing users of the platform are able to “level up” based
__on their trading volumes, success rate, engagement with communication
__channels, etc. Depending on the level, users will be able to “unlock” diﬀerent
__perks and rewards.
• Milestones and achievements - Existing users will be able to claim
__rewards in the form of bonuses, NFTs, or discounts based on the activities
__they have already taken on the platform.
• Races and competitions - Existing users will compete with each other
__trading various assets based on diﬀerent criteria like volume, transaction
__count, time period, etc.

OPERATIONS STRATEGIES
At the moment, BITLEVEX is actively expanding its infrastructure with a focus
on improving user experience and engagement. We plan to develop an
advanced gamiﬁcation and reward mechanism that will improve user retention
and navigation (see above subchapter).
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We also plan to release a mobile application that will allow users to interact
with our products through their handheld devices.
However, our main challenge lies in providing our audience with:
• Improved user experience - implement seamless payment processing
__with high-security standards
• A larger variety of products - Introduce new products and services that ﬁt
__the wishes, needs, and limitations of our audience.
As we plan to roll out a number of diﬀerent products and services, some of
which are unique in the industry, we are facing challenges. These are mainly
related to the vague regulatory framework of the industry as well as the
ever-changing limitations that are imposed on businesses like ours.

Payment processing
BITLEVEX attracts users from all over the world, and with that in mind, we are
constantly upgrading our pay-in capabilities. We are adding diﬀerent payment
methods and currencies, we hire support specialists for various regions, and
we try to prioritize user security regardless of their geographic location. More
speciﬁcally, as a holder of a European-regulated Estonian crypto license we
need to conduct thorough KYC checks on all of our users before we can
onboard them and accept their payments.
At the moment, BITLEVEX has formed partnerships with various
industry-leading payment providers, some of which include: TrustPayments,
PagSeguro, Checkout, Unlimint, and Trustly.
Our platform has also partnered with leading alternative payment method
providers, including Changelly, PayOp, PayPal, WebMoney, and cooperates with
leading crypto exchanges (Coinbase, Kraken, BitPanda). Aside from that, we
also host our own BTC node.
The wide range of tools proposes an operational challenge, namely: the
support for various currency and user language support across diﬀerent
time zones.
In our eﬀorts to improve upon these payment processing challenges, we are
undergoing a Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS)
certiﬁcation that will allow us to handle card data directly and will increase our
pay-in capabilities and its eﬃciency dramatically.
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Legal aspects
BITLEVEX currently holds a license for the provision of virtual currency
services issued by the FIU of Estonia. It authorizes us to accept cryptocurrency
payments, provide wallet services, and exchange them - crypto to ﬁat
or vice versa.
Based on the experience we have already gained in working with diﬀerent
institutions in various regions, we have decided to obtain a Forex license for
optimal operation. This license will allow us to further develop our unique
products and oﬀer them to an even wider audience.
To reach our goal and become a full-stack service provider with both crypto
and ﬁat assets, we are exploring Electronic Money Institution (EMI) license
acquisition options, which when acquired, will allow us to onboard B2B users
and provide direct crypto processing services. As diﬀerent cryptocurrencies
become more and more popular and are used by people all over the world for
various purposes, we see an opportunity to provide processing services to
customers with an easy-to-use alternative payment method and to merchants
who want to diversify their incoming revenue streams.

TECHNOLOGY STRATEGIES
BITLEVEX is a cross-platform web application built on modern programming
languages and frameworks, widely used across web app development
throughout the world.
Server side (back-end) technologies that are used at this moment
are the following:
• JAVA 8
• Hibernate
• Spring boot
• Active MQ
• MySQL/PostgreSQL.
User side (front-end) technologies:
• React.js
• Node.js
• Vue.js (on some modules).
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The platform of BITLEVEX is built on Google cloud platform (GCP). This means
that our database and server is stored remotely on cloud. GCP provides an
auto-scalable solution that distributes incoming traﬃc across all virtual
machines (VM’s) and automatically detects and closes unhealthy instances. For
increasing traﬃc, GCP will add additional VM’s to match the load.
As of now, we have 3 working servers to fulﬁll our needs (all based on GCP):
• bitlevex.com - production server
• frontoﬃce.bitlevex.com - testing server
• dev.bitlevex.com - server used by developers, accessible only
__for whitelisted IP addresses.
For the deployment process, we use Jenkins.
There is a crypto connector project that for now has our own BTC node that
connects to the BTC blockchain and detects all incoming transactions to our
wallet. To hide our system wallet we use the BIP 44 protocol to create unique
addresses used for deposits and withdrawal transactions by users.
Additionally, we have the Ethereum (ETH) node currently disabled due to very
high gas prices on the ETH blockchain. In the future, we are planning to move
more towards blockchain development and build modules on Layer 2 solutions
on ETH and other blockchains.
Most of our traﬃc is coming from mobile devices, which is why we plan to build
our own, native mobile applications. Native apps will open even more
possibilities to reach out to our users using built-in notiﬁcation tools, and fulﬁll
their need to track their wallets and open positions.
Applications will be built on the React native framework that allows to build
only one application and launch on both major mobile operating systems Android and iOS.
BITLEVEX as a platform has several integrations with external software to
receive all functionality we need to be running in the state we currently are,
such as CRM (Pipedrive), email marketing automation system (Sendpulse),
aﬃliate marketing tracking system (AFFISE), and many others.
With respect to aﬃliate marketing, we want to be as ﬂexible as possible,
therefore we plan to create our own internal tracking system with already
existing functionality as well as introduce new features so that we can satisfy
all the needs of our partners.
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Currently, BITLEVEX provides an external registration API to our partners,
through which they can push leads to our system directly from their
registration landing page form. In the future, we plan to develop our external
whitelabel API solution containing much wider functionality that can be used
by the partners.
One of our main graphical components for options trading right now is the
TradingView widget. We plan to integrate its functionality even further to show
more precise data for our products since the widget doesn’t provide that.
To reach this goal we will need to create an additional server that keeps all
historical data for assets kept from various free exchange rate sources such
as Yahoo Finance, Binance, Kraken, etc. This can later be released as a separate
product.
To reach all our goals we need to expand our development team with
experienced back-end and front-end developers, as well as testing engineers.

CURRENT TRACTION
BITLEVEX cryptocurrency options trading has proven to be a successful product
with high engagement that can be scaled with the help of marketing campaigns
and long-term strategies. The current traction can be observed on a 10-month
timeframe in 2021 - the statistics are shown in the following chapter.
Total number of registrations over the speciﬁed period is 29,736. However,
there have been many more registrations before 2021 during the beta-testing
period when diﬀerent features and marketing tools were being tested.
In total, we have decided to use the number of 14,750 registrations before
2021, for the period which we consider as being relevant to marketing
campaigns that we have been running at that time. We need these numbers in
order to calculate the most important parameters, such as user acquisition cost
(UAC) and lifetime value (LTV) of the users. It is obvious that these parameters
will be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent by region. In our calculations, we have pointed out
the following regions:
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•
•
•
•
•

Tier1 (English-speaking countries with high income - US, CA, GB, AU, NZ)
Latin America and Spain
Europe
Asia
Other countries.

Such separation is made taking into account the language and cultural aspects,
as well as our marketing actions in these regions.
UAC and LTV of BITLEVEX users by region
Tier1

LatAm
and Spain

Europe

Asia

Other
countries

Total

UAC

$35.38

$4.93

$2.68

$1.52

$1.41

$5.31

LTV of
reg. user

$95.43

$18.32

$8.33

$2.65

$4.37

$14.69

269.74%

371.59%

311.12%

173.99%

310.01%

276.46%

LTV to UAC

Table 2

Additionally, it is important to estimate the number of active users and how we
deﬁne them. We have divided all the users into ﬁve categories:
• Active and loyal users (who made a deposit several times)
• Deposited users (who made a deposit once)
• Active users (who have not made a deposit yet but have been online
__several times over the last 4 months)
• Interested users (who have not made a deposit yet and have been online
__once if not to count the registration itself)
• Non-active users (who just registered and have never been online
__since that).
We are mainly interested in the ﬁrst four groups, as these are either already
engaged users or users with interest who might potentially be converted into
users who will make a deposit into the platform. Table 3 below shows the
breakdown of active users by region and the groups described above.
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BITLEVEX active users by regions
Tier1

LatAm
and Spain

Europe

Asia

Other
countries

Total

274

346

561

601

89

1871

14.64%

18.49%

29.98%

32.12%

4.76%

100.00%

0.62%

0.78%

1.26%

1.35%

0.20%

4.21%

217

286

405

713

76

1697

12.79%

16.85%

23.87%

42.02%

4.48%

100.00%

0.49%

0.64%

0.91%

1.60%

0.17%

3.81%

208

340

901

1535

888

3872

5.37%

8.78%

23.27%

39.64%

22.93%

100.00%

0.47%

0.76%

2.03%

3.45%

2.00%

8.70%

Active, loyal
% out of total
Deposited
% out of total
Active
% out of total
Interested
% out of total

113

147

383

711

382

1736

6.51%

8.47%

22.06%

40.96%

22.00%

100.00%

0.25%

0.33%

0.86%

1.60%

0.86%

3.90%

812

1119

2250

3560

1435

9176

8.85%

12.19%

24.52%

38.80%

15.64%

100.00%

1.83%

2.52%

5.06%

8.00%

3.23%

20.63%

Total
% out of total

Table 3

We can see that overall there are 20.63% of active users, which is quite
impressive and proves the interest of the BITLEVEX concept to the users on a
global scale. From the above, we can also derive that the most engaging region
is Asia.
Our proﬁtability can be measured by two main parameters - income from
trading and income from fees. Trading revenues depend on the options
portfolio being traded over the period - this parameter can diﬀer month over
month (even though always positive) due to the market sentiment and user
expectations - on average, during the ﬁrst 10 months of 2021 it gives BITLEVEX
5.54% revenue on total turnover. Income from fees is constant and is always
10% of total turnover. Hence, in total, BITLEVEX is making around 15% revenue
on total turnover and this will be used as one of the main assumptions in
ﬁnancial forecasting for the next few years.
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FUTURE FORECASTS
Taking into account the current traction, we can make several assumptions that
allow us to predict the further growth and development of the BITLEVEX
project. Current traction is built on the product that is already available
whereas future developments will allow us to improve each metric parameter.
Our ﬁnancial forecasts are related to an already existing product, as well as to
two products that we plan to add soon - B2B crypto payment processing and
BLX cards. It is possible to estimate potential revenues with respect to these
products, whereas it is really hard to predict revenues from products like the
NFT marketplace, wallet service, and several others. It is obvious that these
products will increase user engagement and all the parameters related to it,
therefore, whatever additions to revenue there will be regarding those
products, it will be an additional beneﬁt not anyhow reﬂected in calculations. In
other words, the real potential is much bigger than reﬂected by the numbers
described below.
The ﬁnancial model for the next 3 years is prepared in the excel ﬁle attached
to this document. Here we will only show some extracts from the calculations,
as well as provide some explanations on what these ﬁgures are based on.
Revenue streams
Currently BITLEVEX is generating revenue from options trading and from fees
related to it. These two revenue streams will remain the main ones for us
in the future, taking into account that they make the concept and the company
extremely proﬁtable in big numbers.
Additionally, two new revenue streams will be added in the short term - B2B
crypto payment processing and BLX cards.
B2B product is aimed at attracting merchants with high sales volume who are
interested in adding cryptocurrency as a payment method. BITLEVEX is
planning to earn 5% on the sales volume that will go through the BITLEVEX
channel. The product will signiﬁcantly increase the turnover without substantial
marketing expenses - the product has the market need and can be easily
integrated into any e-commerce business.
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BLX cards are the product that is aimed at increasing the money management
possibilities that our users have which will later result in increased engagement
with BITLEVEX. It is hard to compete with diﬀerent ﬁntech companies like
Revolut, TransferWise, and many others with respect to card-issuing and we are
not planning to do that. Our goal is to oﬀer the product to our users as an
addition to what they already have. Even if the product itself is not proﬁtable,
BITLEVEX will beneﬁt from the additional user engagement that the product will
provide.
BITLEVEX revenues forecast is summarized in Table 4 below.

2022

2023

2024

Options trading

€9,167,769

€35,456,759

€62,593,780

B2B processing

€1,069,214

€3,355,652

€10,531,474

BLX card

€1,555,954

€9,081,786

€22,489,801

€11,792,937

€47,894,197

€95,615,055

Total

Table 4

BLEX TOKEN
In order to boost BITLEVEX growth and take advantage of scaling opportunities
we are looking for additional funding through our BLEX token generation.
Thanks to its deﬂationary tokenomics and wide range of use cases inside the
BITLEVEX platform, the value of BLEX is going to constantly and naturally
increase, because part of the tokens will be burned when used inside the
BITLEVEX ecosystem.
Burning and staking mechanisms are going to signiﬁcantly reduce the
circulating supply of BLEX tokens which will additionally push the price up.

BLEX token use cases
Spend - users will be able to spend BLEX tokens in order to pay reduced
commissions for trading, withdrawal fees, as well as to buy options. Using BLEX
for these purposes will be beneﬁcial for users, as they will have to pay much
lower commissions in total than those who trade only using USD. As long as
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users spend their BLEX tokens - part of these tokens is going to be burned,
whereas another part will be used to pay out interest rate to those who stake
BLEX tokens.
Exchange - BLEX tokens will be easily exchangeable into crypto and ﬁat (or vice
versa) inside BITLEVEX platform, which makes the token a liquid digital asset
even if not listed anywhere on exchanges.
Stake - BLEX token holders will have an opportunity to stake BLEX tokens on
BITLEVEX platform and earn interest on them that comes from BLEX tokens
being used on the platform as a payment method. Additionally, those who
stake BLEX will get a wide range of beneﬁts inside the platform, such as
reduced commissions and fees, unlocking of diﬀerent customized features and
tools, free education materials on BITLEVEX Academy and many others.
Unlock - BLEX token holders will be able to gain access to customized features
and tools, as well as to unique products and services.
Vote - BITLEVEX is aimed at community driven development. We are interested
in doing what is in the best interest of our loyal users and overall community.
As we have many ideas with respect to further development of our product
range and improvements in UI/UX, we would like to do it based on the opinion
of our community members. Therefore, BLEX token holders will participate in
the decision making process and will have inﬂuence on future developments
and improvements.
Study - We see an obvious lack of ﬁnancial and trading education on the
cryptocurrency market. Taking into account that digital assets are very volatile,
people who do not have enough experience and knowledge do not realize the
level of risks they take. This often leads to the fact that people have wrong
opinions about cryptos and the overall market. Our goal is to educate our users
by giving them an opportunity to study specially prepared online courses in
trading, investing, risk management and other related topics. The courses will
be for beginners as well as for more experienced traders, they will be prepared
by the best students in ﬁnancial economics from Stockholm School of
Economics. Moreover, we will pay people for successful completion of a course
in BLEX tokens taken from BLEX reserves for ecosystem development. People
rewarded in BLEX tokens can then start their trading journey with BITLEVEX
platform, as their rewards will be pegged to BITLEVEX ecosystem without ability
to be taken out from the platform. Our Study-to-earn model is aimed at giving
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people an opportunity to get valuable knowledge, get a reward and start
trading with understanding. At the same time, it is crucial that these rewards
stay inside the system and are not moved out in order to be sold and decrease
BLEX price.

BLEX TOKENOMICS

Governance & Voting

Crypto & Fiat

BITLEVEX Academy

BITLEVEX
Marketplace
BITLEVEX BLEX TOKEN

Platform features
NFTs

Bonuses

Gamiﬁcation elements

STAKING

__

Access to unique products

Pay options premium with discount
Pay withdrawal fees

50%
Staking interest rate

Pay for options

50%
BURNED
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RISK ANALYSIS
Legal risk
The cryptocurrency market is still in its early and emerging stage. Given its
nature, it is treated diﬀerently in each country in terms of legislation.
Therefore, it is very hard to predict how regulatory frameworks will change
in diﬀerent regions. That said, it is obvious that the overall adoption of
cryptocurrency and its derivatives is happening at a fast pace. We consider
legal risk the most signiﬁcant at the moment. However, we believe that in the
modern, global environment there will always be possibilities to deal with legal
risk, because there are many diﬀerent jurisdictions that compete among
themselves for the businesses to operate on their territories, and legal
conditions change regularly.

Technical risk
IT projects are always vulnerable to technical risks, especially if they are
connected to ﬁnancial technologies and cryptocurrencies. Black-hat hackers
can either steal cryptocurrency on the wallet of the platform, steal private data
of registered users, or take any other harmful actions that might aﬀect the
business process.
As described above, BITLEVEX uses a high-end technology stack that protects
the system from these vulnerabilities.
However, cryptocurrency web-based (hot) wallets are always most vulnerable,
as physical money of the company is being stored on them. There have been
many well-known cases when a lot of money has been stolen from such hot
wallets. Unfortunately, due to the speciﬁcs of blockchain technology, it is
impossible to ever return money stolen from hot wallets. We are dealing with
this issue so that BITLEVEX will never need to keep much money in a hot wallet.
We know approximately the amount of withdrawals for the nearest future and
we try to keep a small amount of BTC on our hot wallet to cover those needs.
We estimate the risk of a hot wallet hack as real, but low. Thanks to our policy
of keeping a small amount of BTC there, ﬁnancial consequences on such
occasions will never be signiﬁcant for the survival of the platform. Other risks
to system intervention are, in our opinion, very low.
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Risk of fraud and money laundering
The industry we operate in is ﬁlled with scammers and fraudsters who use
diﬀerent schemes that increase in complexity year after year. For this reason,
anti-money laundering laws and compliance of ﬁnancial institutions are always
improving. Given that BITLEVEX deals with card payment processing, as well as
with cryptocurrency payments, we should pay close attention to the risk of
fraud and money laundering.
Our policies require ID veriﬁcation of all users, which in itself signiﬁcantly
decreases the risk. We monitor the actions of our users on the platform and
conduct an additional examination in case of suspicious activity. Additionally,
initial anti-fraud checks are conducted by the payment service providers on
their side.
Due to the implementation of such a complex, multi-step, anti-fraud system,
we consider this risk as very low.

TEAM OVERVIEW
At the moment the project consists of four executives and three
full-time employees:

Mikhail - Chief Executive Oﬃcer (CEO) and Founder
Experienced entrepreneur with a background in ﬁnancial
economics and business administration

Vitaly - Chief Operating Oﬃcer (COO)
Qualiﬁed expert with a deep background in information
technology and operations
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Artyom - Chief Marketing Oﬃcer (CMO)
Marketing professional with experience, creative ideas, and
ambition that matches our expansion goals and future plans

Ilmars - Chief Technology Oﬃcer (CTO)
Expert in the technology stack used at BITLEVEX with
excellent ability to solve complex tasks very quickly

Martin - Head of Sales
Crypto-native sales professional with an understanding of
our audience and the ability to form long-term relationships
with users

Maksis - KYC/AML
Attentive support manager with a willingness to provide
users with the best possible solution to their issue

Winshow - Support Manager
Young and active person with many ideas

Kristina - Art Director
Design generalist able to provide services in graphic design,
web design and illustration
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Peter - Aﬃliate & Traﬃc
Expert in media buying, traﬃc arbitrage
and aﬃliate marketing

Alex - Junior Front-end Developer
Fast-learning junior specialist with passion in front-end
development and UI/UX improvement

Johnny - Social Media Manager
Specialist with deep knowledge in social media marketing
on platforms like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, etc.

Dimitris - Content Manager
SEO expert with proﬁcient level of the English language
with deep understanding of everything crypto-related

Aside from the team presented above, we collaborate with many freelancers on
a contractual basis (outsourcing). The reason behind this is the diﬃculty of
attracting and employing talent for a reasonable salary in the country where
the company is located. As we did not want to signiﬁcantly increase our ﬁxed
costs, we have decided to work on several aspects on a per-hour basis.
We outsource tasks related to development, design, particular ﬁelds of
marketing, and sales for languages other than English.
Our management team agrees that growing the team is a necessity at the
moment. This is especially true for development and marketing. Additionally, as
we grow, we plan to hire more sales professionals for cover non-English
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languages, in order to keep the work internal. Our scaling process will allow us
to do this soon.

CONCLUSIONS
Our analysis of the current traction associated with BITLEVEX proves that the
platform is very proﬁtable (revenue is approximately 15% of the total turnover).
The main parameter that needs scaling is the turnover. This can be achieved by
attracting new users, as well as by improving engagement of the existing ones.
Both are achievable by heavily investing in marketing.
We can also see substantial interest in BITLEVEX from its existing users - almost
23% can be considered as active. At the same time, the ratio of UAC to LTV is
positive and signiﬁcantly high in every region. This proves the concept of our
business model and its enormous potential.
Currently, options trading on BITLEVEX is only the ﬁrst product of a collection
that we aim to label as the BITLEVERSE. All future products (as described above)
aim to increase user engagement and ﬁnancial management capabilities.
BLEX token generation event is going to provide the company with necessary
funds needed for further development and scaling. BLEX deﬂationary
tokenomics will limit circulating token supply constantly pushing the price up
by a natural supply-demand mechanism.
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